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SEE WHY MORE THAN HALF A MILLION USERS RAVE
ABOUT 123SCAN
The Industry’s Simplest Configuration Wizard
If you think configuring scanners is a hassle, think again. Our patented Zebra’s 123Scan utility has a patented
configuration wizard that simplifies every step of deploying a scanner. Loaded with time-saving features and
functionality, it’s intuitive enough for first-time users. From the start, it automatically detects your data capture devices
and walks you through the configuration process. You’ll find it just as simple when it comes to updating scanner firmware,
staging large numbers of devices, displaying barcode data and images, and generating reports. Little wonder then that
hundreds of thousands of IT administrators swear by it.
Effortless Electronic Staging in
Record Time
With 123Scan, staging is faster and 100%
accurate. This utility offers an industry
first — the ability to automatically
detect and program your scanners
— without scanning a barcode. Users
can download parameters and update
firmware in one easy step. Save settings
in a configuration file that you can
then distribute via email, electronically
download to a scanner or print as a
single programming barcode. For the
first time ever, updating firmware no
longer involves lost settings that prevent
your scanner from communicating
with its host; 123Scan preserves and
automatically re-loads your pre-upgrade
settings. And the addition of one or more
USB hubs enables Mass Upgrade Mode
for batch staging in groups of up to 10
scanners simultaneously.
Ability to Display Images and
Barcode Data
Error-proof your process. 123Scan
can display scanned barcodes in its
DataView, including non-printable
characters, and document everything in

a Microsoft Word friendly report. Paired
with an imaging scanner, 123Scan can
capture, display and save images to your
PC. Plus, it supports the optimization of
image capture settings.
Ensure Compatibility with Your Existing
Legacy Systems
Get the most from your investment. With
123Scan, you can easily integrate Zebra
scanners into your existing hardware and
application environment. 123Scan can
program your scanner with an Advanced
Data Formatting (ADF) rule that formats
the barcode data before it is transmitted
to your host application, ensuring
compatibility. Staying up-to-date is just
as easy. As new scanner models become
available, 123Scan will automatically
prompt you to download updates.
Comprehensive Reporting Options
Keep record of your scanners to keep
them performing at their peak. From the
inventory report, you can glean a list of
all scanners that were staged including
serial number, model number, firmware
version, date of manufacture and more.
With the parameter setting report, you
gain a Mircosoft Word friendly document

of your scanners’ every programmed
parameter and associated value. Use
the statistics report to document every
queried statistic and its associated value.
Go Beyond the Barcode
It takes more than hardware to resolve
today’s toughest, scanning challenges. It
requires intelligent software to address
the needs of every stakeholder. That’s
why our data capture devices contain
DataCapture DNA, the genetic code
that simplifies the entire Zebra scanning
experience. As one of the many tools
of DataCapture DNA, 123Scan makes
deployment of scanners so much easier.

TAKE THE HARD WORK OUT OF MAINTAINING HARDWARE
For more information, visit www.zebra.com/123scan
or access our global directory at www.zebra.com/contact
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